VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION
CYBER-SECURITY

A WHITE PAPER FROM DAN ROWSEY

Vulnerability management has extended past the hardening of external facing hardware,
networks, and applications. It includes a strong and rapid focus inward, targeting daily internal
operations hardware and applications. This rapid escalation in vulnerability management
is having its effect on business operations, many times hindering them. This short document
focuses on the change management process to integrate vulnerability management into the
enterprise with the least disruptions.
I have had the privilege of working with large companies with multiple national and international
locations and lines of business. Each with their own strategic goals & proprietary information, and with
multiple local and national regulation and compliance requirements. These companies are successful
in operating complex infrastructures with a large application footprint and highly customized software.
They are also prime targets for cyber-attacks.

MANAGEMENT CONFLICT EXAMPLE

One of my enterprise clients recently expanded their vulnerability management inwards to protect
themselves from a recent increase in intrusion attempts. With minimal notification, they began to
aggressively scan internal networks and applications and apply controls and strong remediation steps to
minimize the risk. Unfortunately, they had an unintended consequence: the increased inward hardening
disrupted the applications, processes, and data flows they were designed to protect.

Business Operations Conflicts

Scanning tools were affecting applications with intermittent disruptions and causing business process
delays. Aggressive patch implementations and rigid controls were causing systems and interfaces to fail.
Business teams and their application support members devoted significant time to:
• Identifying and resolving issues
• Redesigning applications and business processes for short term workarounds
• Trying to find long term solutions for their new issues

Project Conflicts

The internal hardening caused problems at project levels as well. One of my teams was nearing the end
of an 18-month project and was being blocked from completing their pre-deployment tasks.
There was an impasse among:
• The vulnerability team setting and enforcing controls
• The operations teams testing and implementing the patches
• The project team trying to go-live
There was no defined escalation path to resolve the conflicts even though the potential project impact
was over seven figures!
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VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT CORE ISSUE – NATURAL CONFLICT WITH BUSINESS

The core issue in the vulnerability management conflict example was a change management gap
as opposed to a vulnerability management gap. There is natural conflict between the management
objectives of business and project execution and vulnerability execution.
This natural conflict, when unmanaged, results in disruptions in either or both management processes.
As mentioned before, issues continued as vulnerability management executed in a silo with limited
communication, limited expectation management, and with little business involvement outside of the
corporate directive of securing the ecosystem.
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LONG TERM SOLUTION – VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT INTEGRATION

As we were clearing the vulnerability deployment obstacle, project stakeholders wanted to know what is
the long-term solution and how do we mitigate future set backs.
Vulnerability Management - a Corporate Process
I believe the solution requires an enterprise level change management solution. In recent years,
vulnerability management became part of enterprise operations which, if ignored, opens the window to
significant financial loss. It should be integrated as part of operational risk management and follow the
same framework as other risk compliance directives (SOX, Basel, etc.) that include but are not limited to:
• Executing through defined processes and controls with both business and technical responsibilities
• Embedding into corporate culture with IT and business committees and deliverables that work in
parallel
• Managing at all levels of the company
• Reporting to a board committee
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By integrating vulnerability management into the corporate culture, we gain the benefit of rapid
integration, a more cohesive support organization, and the benefit from a boost in market reputation
from clients, vendors, and stakeholders.
Implementing this process will vary for each organization and requires change management planning.
The integration of vulnerability management into corporate culture will then be an extension of the
endpoint protection programs in place such as computer passwords, physical security, data classification
and retention.
Still, there are many details that need to be agreed upon as a first step, for instance:
• Definitions of company risk levels vs. vulnerability level
• Approval paths
• Communication paths
• Execution paths
These are driven by the vulnerability management charter, policy, and strategy:
• Working groups will need to develop standard operational processes, exception processes, escalation
processes, and communication plans
• Committees and working groups are necessary for governance

How these groups are setup will vary based
on current organizational structure and
should be implemented by leveraging existing
roles and responsibilities such as business
and technical application owners, SOX & risk
management teams.
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Funding
Having a successful vulnerability management program is a corporate priority. Thinking otherwise can
expose your organization to significant financial loss.
I view vulnerabilty management as a corporate priority and a business unit responsibility. Funding
should be sponsored at both of those levels. Below is a high-level breakdown of an allocation model for
vulnerability funding.

SUMMARY
Cyber-attacks will continue and will become more sophisticated. Gone are the days when phishing was
the key concern and password management was the key deterrent. The use of personal mobile devices
on the network, the increase of external communication through IoT devices and solutions, and the
migration of more business applications to the cloud platforms will open many avenues for hackers.
Vulnerability management needs to extend to a corporate solution and not an IT driven solution. This will
ensure decisions are made that support the overall health of the corporate ecosystem.
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